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1. Questions & Answers 
 

Question Answer 

1. What is the girl’s name and 

surname? 

 

2. How old is Lucy?  

3. Where is she from?  

4. Where does she live?  

5. When was she born?  

6. Why does she like the day she was 

born? 

 

7. Is Lucy’s family big or small?   

8. How many people are there in her 

family? 

 

9. Does she have a sister?   

10.  Does she have a brother?  

11.  What pet does the girl have?  

12.  Does Lucy work or study?  

13.  What does Lucy look like?  

14.  What is Lucy like?  

15.  Does Lucy have a lot of friends?  

16.  What does Lucy do in her free 

time? 

 

17.  Where does Lucy like going with 

her friends? 

 

18.  What does Lucy’s family like 

doing? 

 

19.  Why is it hard to study right now?  

20.  What sports does the girl like 

doing? 
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2. True or false? 
 

 Statement T F 

1. Lucy is from Germany   

2. Lucy’s family is not big   

3. Lucy does not have a brother   

4. Lucy has a cat   

5. Lucy works at the office   

6. Lucy has lots of friends   

7. Lucy’s family doesn’t like going on tips and picnics   

8. Lucy likes playing basketball most of all   

9. Lucy does not have any problems   

10. Lucy wants to get a successful carrier to have lots of money   

 

 

3. Choosle the correct answer 
 

1. Lucy Collins is … years old. 

a) 22  b) 16  c) 35 

2. Lucy lives in … 

a) Germany  b) England c) France 

3. Lucy has already been to …. . 

a) Helsinki b) New York c) Paris 

4. Lucy is going to take … exams. 

a) English b) Spanish c) GCSE 

5. Her sister’s name is …. 

a) Monica b) Ada  c) Jane 

6. Lucy likes …. 

a) cooking b) reading  c) sleeping 

7. Lucy wants to get a successful carrier to…. 

a) have lots of money   

b) lead a life she wants 

c) buy a large cottage near the ocean 

8. Lucy looks like her… . 

a) mother  b) father  c) mother and father 

9. Lucy has a … . 

a) cat  b) raccoon c) dog 

10.  Lucy and her friends often meet at … . 

a) the library   b) the local café  c) the stadium 
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4. Put letters into correct order to make a word 
 

1) udincerto  

2) norb  

3) ysbu  

4) rentsep  

5) gralatutenco  

6) lacigam  

7) veale  

8) rendels  

9) mereblers  

10) mipsesirve  

 

 

5. Put the words into correct order to make sentences 

from the text. 

 

1) myself me introduce Let.  

2) They get presents a lot think of I.  

3) My mother like that I say friends look 

my. 

 

4) not tall I slender and very am.  

5) character to As my, I think and I am 

outgoing, that cheerful optimistic. 

 

6) High go I to Oxford School.  

7) Everybody exams at takes end of these 

Year 11 the. 

 

8) once school I not do do my After 

homework at. 

 

9) detective I stories, fantasy prefer books or 

comedies. 

 

10) especially at My say I am friends good 

it. 

 

 

 


